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Picking up where the Sonic the Hedgehog: The Beginning trade paperback left off, Sonic the
Hedgehog Archives #1 dives right into the action, starting with the first issue of Sonic's ongoing
comic book series all the way up through issue #4. Each story is meticulously restored and
printed on high-grade paper-so you can feel like you're zipping right alongside the cobalt
crusader as he saves Knothole Village! So what are you waiting for? Put on your favorite pair of
sneakers, grab a chilidog, start reading these thrilling collections and let the excitement begin!

About the AuthorTHE SONIC SCRIBES are the many talented writers and artists who have
helped create Archie Comics' popular and record-setting Sonic the Hedgehog comic books and
graphic novels for two decades. They include early favorites such as Angelo DeCesare, James
Fry, Art Mawhinney and Ken Penders, recent greats like Ian Flynn, Ben Bates, Tracy Yardley!
and Jamal Peppers, and veterans like Patrick "Spaz" Spaziante and Steven Butler—and many
more!
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Danny Almekinders, “Very good condition!. Very good condition! It's a little bit small but it's really
enjoyable to read!”

Stacey, “Cute comic!. Perfect condition! Got here sooner than promised!”

Jodi Coley, “Mint Condition!. It’s great that you can still get this old comic in mint condition!
Packaged and everything! It was fun getting to relive this small part of my childhood.”

Nemesis-489, “Memories brought back in a bite sized compilation. Deceitfully small (I was
expecting it to be in it's original size), about the size of your average manga volume (with the
exception of it's depth in pages), packs a nice collection of issues though (approx. four to each
volume (not including the little extra bits here and there)).It was certainly a blast from the past
though (corny dialogue, terrible illustration and all), makes me sad didn't have any appreciation
for this kinda stuff when I was little (I believe I only have remnants of issue 3 laying somewhere
near), at least now I (and possibly some other old collectors) have somewhat of a second
chance for collecting them.Recommended to Sonic fans of all age and era. (except the ones
who don't/can't care for the value of antiquity)”

Jack Reynolds, “Really good, but SatAM is better.. These comics use the same characters as
the television show, Sonic the Hedgehog (known by fans as SatAM). The comics are a lot more
lighthearted than the show, with many more puns and witticisms. It has a similar story to SatAM:
a band of freedom fighters trying to free the planet Mobius from the hilariously evil Doctor
Robotnik. If you are looking for something funny and irreverent, read the comics. If you want the
same thing with darker storylines and deeper themes, watch the show.”

L&A, “My Son loves Sonic the Hedgehog and this book is one of his favorites now!. My 5 year
old son LOVES Sonic the Hedgehog and was so excited when I have him this book. He is
learning how to read right now but he still likes to go through the book and look at all of the cool
pictures. I would highly recommend this product for all of you Sonic fans out there!”

Jason, “Very Very Nice. Covers Issue 1-4 and I finally get to read issue 4 to its fulliest most of
the reprint just cover the time he go Super Sonic but not the rest of the comic. Also Like the
color me page for Super Sonic  I am thinking of making a scan to put on my wall of it. Very Nice.”

Mark Hudson, “Mega Sonic story. Brought this comic collection for my Sonic mad 11 year old
daughter who has never read any of the Blue Hedgehogs printed adventures, trouble is she
enjoyed it so much she wants the rest of the series!  Guess Dad's going to be poor for a while!!”



Vicki-Lizzie, “Very happy little boy. Fast delivery and lovely condition. My son was very very
happy and read it in one sitting which is unheard of!”

Julie, “... Sonic and purchased this as I thought he would like it. I've been told its "awesome". My
son loves Sonic and purchased this as I thought he would like it. I've been told its "awesome". I
would say it's a comic book, so an easy read.”

nat, “Quick and easy transaction. As described”

Review Buddy, “Good read. Good read, nothing nasty, very enjoyable and my son enjoys having
this read to him again and again.”

The book by Hidenori Kusaka has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 166 people have provided feedback.
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